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membered her. And he knew, all
at
once, that he must see 'her. He
the
by
poor
left
Ballard,
John
Entered at the Postoffice at Benton, Ky., as second class mail matter.
same Fate' that deprived him of must see her before he made his
his parents, works his way thru decisions; find out, if he could,
college. He meets and loves Viola how things were With her. Did
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$1.00 Ruskin. John consecrates his car- she love Phil? Shs,might; he was
One Year. in Marshall County
1.50 eer to public service and fights a lovable man.
One Year, in Kentucky
Phil found his father in a
2.00 transportation negligence so sucOne Year, outside of Kentucky
cessfully that
Hardin, black, savage mood.
Phil
school-mate, and son of the Presi- "You have
neglected every
dent of the railroad against which piece of work entrusted to you,"
Advertising Rates Upon Application
John cherishes a vendetta for he said. "You have piled up
,his parents' death, offers a muni- debts—in spite of your allowance.
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
licient salary to join the railroad's I have never refused you money
legal staff. John wavers; it would —but you have not come to me—
mean money enough to marry you have let your bills run on unof the freedom of the press and Viola. Then Phil suddenly tells til your creditors have had to apFor Beckham
free spech. Anyone who has legit- that he is going to marry her—
peal to me.
"You have squandered money
In its issue of April 15th. 1927, imate messages to give the people
women—women of a sort I'm
on
the
use
county
can
of
Marshall
CHAPTER V
in commenting upon the announto mention. You have
ashamed
paper
this
ctilumns
of
advertising
cement of J. C. W. Beckham as a
John Ballard never quite re- bought them jewels, maintained
for
pay
candidate for the Democratic- if they have the money to
membered how he got away from
luxury. You have gambnomination for Governor, the it. We have contended that this is Phil Hardin at his clul ! that day. them in
You
have played the profligled.
party,
special
for
no
newspaper
a
Tribune-Democrat in giving him
Viola Ruskin! It was the girl of ate in every possible way. But—
adThese
group.
its support said; "The Tribune- clan, interest or
Whom, for years he, John had there is going to be an end of it.
Democrat breaks a long establish- vertisements have been plainly dreamed, that Phil, reluctantly,
I warned you the other. day. Now
ed rule in advocating a particular labeled as such and have been ac- condescendingly, thought
h e I will be specific. Unless you give
the
has
candidate for any public office cepted because everyone
might, to. please his father, to me your word to reform your
but it feels that the occasion fully right to have his side of the ques- keep his allowance, marry! It was life immediately, and prove it,
deserves the exception and we tion presented and because a news the girl of whom John had what is more, by marrying some
trust that every Democratic voter paper sells its advertising column scarcely dared to let himself good woman, I am through."
in Marshall county will cast his to make a living just as the law- think!
"But, Father—look here—I can
vote for the man best qualified to yer sells his services to the deHe carried away the memory not just walk out and ask some
guilt
or
his
regardless
of
fill a serious need in the state's fendant
of a few more words. She was,
innocence. The purpose of both is even then in Ventnor, visiting good woman to marry me—"
executive office".
"You'll have no difficulty in
to see that each side in a contro- friends. It was that, perhaps, that
Since that time this newspaper
a wife. For that matter,
finding
opportunity
to
fair
has
a
versy
had led Phil's choice, such as it from what I hear, you have paid
has never seen fit to revoke or alcase.
prove
its
was, to fall upon her. She was a good deal of attention to Arter that declaration of support
for Mr. Beckham. Rather, as the iSo much for that. There is no here, and he, John Ballard, had thur Ruskin's daughter. Ask her
campaign has placed its issues be- gulf wider than that which separ- not known it. She hadn't let him to marry you. Bring me word that
fore the people of the state, it has ates the advertising and editoial know she was corning. But—why she has consented, and I will pay
become strengthened in its opin- columns of any respectable news- should she, after all? They were your debts, provide you with a
ion that Mr. Beckham is the man paper. The latter are not pur- not on terms that gave him the home, see to it that you continue
chasable at any price. We do not right to hear of her plans, her
of the hour.
to live as my son should. I do not
believe the personal influence of
Especially during the past a single newspaper editor has movements.
mean to coerce you—if there is
It was in a turmoil, a mental some other girl, of equally good
month the Tribune-Democrat.has been swayed by large sums of
received a large advertising sch- money which his newspaper has fever, that John went away. At a family and .reputation—"
"Oh, I like Viola as well as any
e,!tile from the Crowe Press Com- received, for advertising from the word he could change the whole
mittee. Each of these advertise- Crowe supporters. The editors of course of his life. He could win girl I know!! But—"
ments, except those enclosed in a .Kentucky have advertising space freedom, success, - the right to
"I don't want any buts—I want
ask the girl he loved to marry to hear no argument."
rule or border, has been marked
i.n their papers for sale; but they
'political advertising', as the rule have not put themselves upon the him. He could assure his future; "Well, all right. It's just—well,
make himself independent for it seems a little hard on her. I
of newspaper ethics requires.
market.
life;
by any standards he had like Viola, but I don't love her.
The Tribune-Democrat, while
ever
allowed
himself, rich. At Not that way."
strong for Beckham, has no apolRanchers near Reno, Nev., are what cost? What sacrifice would
"Marry her and you'll come to
ogy to make for accepting those
advertisements. They have been utilizing natural hot water, found be asked of him?
love her. Liking is a better basis
Little enough, most people for marriage than love very ofinserted in Democratic papers in drilling to depths of 100 to
throughout the state regardless of 120 feet, for heating their homes would say. He would give up a ten, my boy. Love makes trouble.
the position of their respective and for irrigating to help protect career he might, in any case, Two people who really like one
editors on the contest between various produce from frosts. The never have. What reason had he another don't quarrel—people in
water has a temperature of about to suppose he had a . future in love always do."
Mr. Beckham and Mr. Crowe.
ask her. I don't
"Well,
Two of the great liberties the 200 degrees Fahrenheit and ap- politics? To enter politics you
needed money or influence; he know that she'll have me."
American people enjoy are those pears abundant.
had neither. He would be unable
"The girl's not a fool! Of
in the future, to act as the law- course she'll have you."
yer of those who had occasion to
James Hardin said that with
use the street railway, or the N. perfect sincerity. It didn't occur
Y. and V. C. R. R. or any of the to him that any girl who was the
other corporations he had, in the daughter of a comparatively poor
V. A. STILLEY, JR.
past fought in the courts. Well— man would hesitate to become his
but weren't there other lawyers, daughter-in-law. He had some reas
as able as himself, who had no son for feeling so; rich men
Dentist
retainers to hamper them?
come, not unreasonably, to be a
Why should he assume the bur- little cynical about human moden of the whole world? Why tives.
shouldn't
he think of himself, as
"We'll see," said Phil, moroseis now located
evercone else did? Who had ap- ly. "Oh, I had lunch with John
pointed him to keep the con- Ballard."
science
of the world? He was a
"Good! I'm glad you have done
in
fool; he knew it. At a word he at least one thing you were incould have all he had ever hoped structed to do."
for, ever dared to ask from life. "You needn't rub that in
STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE
Except—Well, but how was he to Father. I've said I'd get married
know
he could have that—the I told John we wanted him in ou
SQUARE
thing he must, to accept Hardin's legal department."
offer, give up forever? — chance, "I thought you were, going t
through political life, to serve the wait—to see more of him befor
city, the state, the country?
you actually invited him?"
Good Teeth — Good Health
' He was torn as, in all his life, "Well, that was the idea, bu
he never had been before. Viola. something that came up gave m
Her face danced before his ach- an opening. He was complainin
ing eyes. He saw her as he re- that he didn't have money enoug
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Your Hazards
As a Car-Owner
The ever-present menace of fire, in the
garage or on the road: Congested streets,
poor drivers—collision: Alert car thieves:
The chances of Parsing death, personal
injury or pruner-7 damage.
These spell potential loss to every carowner who is not adequately insured.
If you are taking a chance on any of
these hazards—see us about dependable
automobile insurance.

GEO. E. LONG

Well Fed Is
Well Cheered
Nothing makes a man feel better than
a good meal—what you want served tasteful and appetizing.
We overlook nothing here toward giving our customers the very best restaurant service.
And we also have Candies, Fruits,
Cigars and Tobaccos

to marry."
"Ah!" said Mr. Hardin. "That's
the joint in his armor, is it?
Well, it's one that's been the end
of many a good man in the past!
If I were giving it young man advice it would be to see to that he
always had money in the bank—
it's the only way to be safe and
independent!"
"That's the sort of advice older people always hand out," said
Phil, gloomily. "Don't you think
young men know that, air? I do!"
"They may know it, but they
don't act on it," said Mr. Hardin.
"The trouble with you youngsters is that you want to eat your
cake and have it, too. And you
can't, The only way to get money
in the bank is to keep from
spending it on the things you
want."
"Well, if you ask me, it's a ease
of the vicious circle," said Phil.
"The only reason I want money
is to be able to buy the things I
want. And seemingly you can't
have both."
You can—if you're sensible,"
said his father. "Because I didn't, at your age—because I was
willing to go without things and

"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE 1711
Office over Bank of Marshall County

Benton, Ky.
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save my money. Well—what did
he say? What did you offer him?"
"What I was told to—twenty
thousand a year."
"Did he accpet?"
"Not yet. But I've an idea he
will. He said he wanted to think
it over."
Mr. Hardin chuckled.
"That's what they all say! He
wants to find a good excuse for
taking our money. Well—he will.
He didn't refuse, then? Even
once—for the sake of saying he
had?"
"No. John's not like that, sir.
He'll say yes or no when he says
anything—and whichever he says
he'll mean."
"When is he to let you know?"
"He didn't say. I'll get after
him in a day or two if I don't
hear from him."
"Don't be in too much of a
hurry. We don't want to seem too
anxious."
"He must guess that we're
pretty anxious, I think — we
wouldn't be offering him any
such salary as that unless we
were, would we?"

EFFICIENT

SERVICE
ALWAYS

The Soul of a Railroad
l'

A railroad may be said to be"composed of a body
and a soul. The first is the railway property, consisting of the engines, cars, tracks, tools, machinery
and buildings—things of little value except as they
are wisely used in the*production of transportation.
The second is the moving spirit, consisting of the
employes, who animate the railroad and who give
to it character and ideals.
A great deal depends upon the ability and integrity of railroad employes. The service they produce
through the utilization of railway property iA one of
the mainstays of our civilization. Without their ministration our entire fabric of production, manufacture and distribution would collapse. Daily the railway employes of this country must handle safely,
efficiently and economically railway property representing an investment of approximately $13,000 for
each employe, and daily they must safeguard and expedite the movement of more than two million passengers and shipments worth in the neighborhood of
two billion dollars.
Personal responsibility of a highly exacting sort is
'the lot of every railway employe. Team work and
willingness to serve are essential—they should be
bred in the bone. With so much dependent upon
them, is it any wonder that railway workers are inclined to regard their railway employment as a mark
of distinction? This attitude toward their calling
is true not only of employes engaged in the more
highly specialized branches of railway work but also
of those whose occupations differ, if at all, from
work in other fields.
Every railroad is measured by the character of its
employes, as reflected in the service the railroad
provides. Upon all the employes to some extent, but
,
more especially upon those who come in direct contact with the public, depends the reputation of the
railroad. It is no exaggeration to say that the employes stand for the railroad in the public mind.
The Illinois Central System regards itself as fortunate in the character of its employes. Many of
them represent the second and third generations in
this railroad's service. Their loyalty, courtesy and
co-operation make possible that high standing which
this railroad enjoys in public esteem—a standing
which is the finest possible tribute to the family
spirit of the organization.
The Illinois Central System was never better fortified than today in both plant and personnel. Body
and soul, it is ready to meet all the demand made
upon it.
I
r
Constructive criticism and suggestions are invited.
L. A. DOWNS,

CHICAGO, August 1, 1927.

011ie Mathis, Mgr.
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Enhancing
Beauty
Longer
Life
Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and
perly pressed do go a long WA y in adding natural bea
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our w
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Clothes, when properly dry-cleaned and properly pressed do go a long way in adding natural beauty.
And cleaning prolongs the life of any garment.
You'll like our odorless process and our work
in general.
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QUA LIT V CL.EA NEAPS
10th and Broadway, PADUCAH. KY.
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Debt Reduced, Teachers Paid on Day Salaries
Become Due,Schools are Built, Many Miles
of Road Added, State Can Always
Tell Where It Stands Financially

worg in other fields.
Every railroad is mediured by the character of its
employes, as reflected in. the service the railroad
provides. Upon all the employes to some extent, but
more especially upon thoae who come in direct contact? with the public, deprds the reputation of the
railroad. It is no exaggeration to say that the employes stand for the railroad in the public mind.

The Illinois Central System was never better fortified than today in both plant and personnel. Body
and soul, it is ready to meet all the demand made
V
upon it.
Constructive criticism and suggestions are invited.

5,
L A. DOWNS,
President, Illinois Central System.
CHICAGO, August 1, 1927.
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W. H. Shanks, until recently a done more for education than any
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ination for Governor, said in in- white normal schools and a colored
troducing Robert T. Crowe in normal school have been conWilmore and Nicholasville last structed.
Teachers now receive checks for
week that he is for Crowe because
Crowe will not repudiate the their salaries on the day they are
record of a Democratic adminis- due instead of warrants that had
tration but will carry forward its to be discounted or held until
money to retire them was avail• good work.
He presented the following as able.
The real estate tax has been re• among the accomplishments of
the Democratic administration duced from 40 cents to 30 cents.
Through an efficient accounting
which has served the people four
years:
system, any citizen may ascertain
When the present Democratic within fifteen minutes after the
administration took office, it in- books close each day the exact
herited a state debt of approxi- financial condition of the commately $5,000,000. The records monwealth.
State warrants which were sellwere in such condition that the
ing at a discount before the Demexact amount is in doubt.
If available funds in the state ocratic administration took office
' treasury were now apptied to the are now selling at a premium and
state debt, only $1,600,000 would banks and individual investors
desire them so that the demand is
be owed.
In addition to reducing the state in excess of the supply.
The financia: condition of Ken:debt by this amount, obligations
of $1,000,000 incurred by the old tucky is excelled by not more
state aid law of 1914 have been than half a dozen states in the
union.
fulfilled.
Kentucky is just ready to go
A total of 1,100 miles of high, forward if the present construcways has been constructed.
The state highway department, tive policies are carried forward.
which on taking office had out- Certainly the Democratic party
standing against it an inherited should not repudiate a Democratic
debt of approximately $3,500,000, administration of which all Kennow has a balance of approxi- tuckians should be proud,but,
mately $1,000,000 in the road fund. should endorse this splendid
The present administration has record.
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at these
low prices!
The Touring
or Roadster

$525
The Coach
$595
Th.Coupe $625
The 4-Door
Sedan . . $695
The Sport
$715
Cabriolet
The Landau
$745

11:Interial $780
Landau
Ti.cs

(Chassis only)
1•Ten Track
(Charts °sly)

$395

Offering the most amazing quality in Chevrolet history,
today's Chevrolet is the most popular gear-shift car the
world has ever known.
Quality in design! Quality in construction! Quality in
appearance and performance! Never before has a lowpriced car possessed them to such an amazing degree-because no other low-priced car combines the progressiveness of Chevrolet and the diversified experience,
the vast resources and facilities of General Motors.
Go with the crowds and study today's Chevrolet. Mark
well the aristocratic beauty of its lines—the superbly executed details of its bodies by Fisher.
Then go for a ride! Revel in the thrilling spurt that results when you "step on the gas." Delight in the smooth
operation—the swift sweep of the passing mires.
Here is the most desired object of American life today:
a car of amazing quality—for everybody, everywhere!

'495

AllPrices Le.b. Kin t. Mich.

Check Chevrolet
Delivered Prices
Thee Include the lowest
handling sod financing
charger available.

Benton Motor Company
Benton, Kentucky
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Buy your red top seed, rye and
And don't send to his competitors for
turnip seed from Morgan and
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I
more.
We believe that one
Albert Strow motored to Paduof our greatest assets is
20c
cah on business Wednesday.
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Hardie,
of
Mrs. L. C. Starks
our long experience in
25c
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Wolfe's Best Coffee,
II
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visited Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Starks
Every
.
directing
Best Coffee, per Its
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funeral
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II
Wednesday.
45c
•
Maxwell House Coffee, per lb.
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thing that is done by us
II
William Nelson, who has been
lb.
15c
pet
good
advertise
some
that
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in Detroit since the first of the
. 35c
takes on a distinguished
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with
days
few
a
spending
is
year,
25c
,
II
from our long
Fancy Head Rice, 31bs.
quality
home folks.
25c
2 cans Pink Salmon
acquaintance with the
II
Barb wire and bale ties at Mor15c
Kenflour
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Mr.
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that
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2
I wish to announ
gan & Heath.
I.
of our work.
25c
problems
2 pkgs. Pep
I I nedy has taken
over my undertaking
A. S. McWaters, of Bruceton,
25c
pkgs. All-Bran
2
over its affairs a Tenn., L. S.•McWaters, of Brook15c
I I business and in turning
Flakes
Corn
years
Kelloggs
15
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.
2
We have had
•
s haven, Mississippi and N. 0. Mc25c
exto
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wish
I
Puffed
man,
pkgs.
2
young
e
capabl
to this
experience as "Funeral
Waters, of Montgomery, Alabama
25c
,
2 pkgs. Shredded Wheat
II
press my deepest thanks to those who a arrived the first of the week to
25c
Directors."
.
2
pound Box Coco
visit with their mother, Mrs. J.
25c
I I have placed their confidence in me durdozen
per
Bananas,
at Briensburg.
E. McWoters
II
ing their hours of sorrow.
Messrs. McWaters with their
brother, J. H. McWaters and
Cold Drinks, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
II
I have endeavored to serve you to
Benin
visitors
Floyd Dyke, were
Yes We Buy Eggs.
ton Wednesday afternoon.
best of my meagre ability and my gratiA.
for
—
John
Vote
s
Democrat
lastbe
a
will
tude to you is very deep and
Goodman for Auditor. He lives at
a
Funeral Directors and
ing.
Elkton, Ky., and is a West KenEmbalmers
tucky man and is the only candi"Same Goods for Less Money"
onal
Congressi
3rd
the
date from
KY.
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BENTON
Benton. Ky.
Next door to Bank of Marshall County.
district. He will strengthen the
ticket in November. Don't fail to
vote for him.
Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley left
Gilbertsville, Ky.
cLean
Sunday morning for
(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL ADVERTISING)
county where Doctor i Stilley will
be engaged in public health work
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Fields and
(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL ADVERTISING)
children arrived the latter part
of the week from Louisville to
spend several days here and in
the county with Mrs. Smith's
Vote for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Smith and other relatives.
Remember Morgan & Heath
have been rendering funeral service and extending credit to people who did not have the ready
for
cash for 15 years.
W. A. Staton, of Route 6, attended the Beckham speaking
'
herb Friday afternoon.
It has been customary in Ma4hal1 county that each cirR. H. Dees, of Calvert City,
cuit court clerk has either retired from public life or sought prowas a visitor in Benton Friday.
motion to a higher office. Its six years term is equivalent to one
Sam Gold, of Route 5, was a
HE'S TRIED AND TRUE'
visitor in town Friday.
hnd a half terms of other countyoffices, three times as long as a
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grogan, Mrs.
congressman's. The very length of the term indicates that one
Warren Swann and Mrs. Gladys
the
Scott, of Murray, attended
is enough.
Accounts
Auditor Public
Friday
here
speaking
Beckham
Clell Coleman
afternoon.
W. Brien Holland, who seeks the gift of this office at
Boone Hill, of Route 6, attend.1
John A. Goodman
your hands, is a deserving young man. He is a high school
ed the Beckham speaking here
Friday afternoon.
graduate, studious and attentive to all duties imposed upon him
We are still making the low
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Marshall County Beckham Campaign Committee.
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The Extra

Vote For This Deserving Young Man

Clell Coleman
State Auditor

Gum-Dipping Proce
The greatest enemy to tire life is not the chopped
grind of rough
road, the broken pavemnet or the harsh
(ridt
streets—but HEAT, which is created by internal
also softens ru
Heat not only seakens the fabric but
failures.
and causes blow-outs and tire
that if I
Firestone chemists and engineers knew
strand of every cord
could find a na) to insulate every
mileage-giving 4
rubber they could increase the life and
ities of tires.
Firestone pr
GUM-DIPPING is the EXTRA
methods.
in addition to all the standard tire building

For "Most Miles P
Dollar"

and is qualified in every way to fill the duties of this office.

(POLITICAL

ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL

ADVERTISING)

The physical disability with which he is afflicted bar
himl from any manual endeavor but will in no way handicap
him; from performing the duties of Circuit Court Clerk.

REF

Oenuine Cannon

ENDORSEMENT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A
DEMOCRATIC DOCTRINE

There is a reason for this. When honest effort is
rewarded there is an incentive for those who follow to also
make good.
It has, also been the custom of the people of Marshall County to endorse its officers when they have made
good.
The folks are kind enough to say of me that I have
made you a good officer.
If elected I promise to do my best to make a :setter
one than I have in the past, and my ability to attend to the
office in person is unquestioned.

A. NAAMAN DUKE,
Candidate for Circuit Court Clerk

Use

Mr. Holland seeks to become qualified for admittance
to the bar and there could be no better training for him than to
be 'associated with judges, attorneyq and the procedure of the
court.

BATH TOWEL

reston

Mr. Holland's opponent is a worthy young man and has;
made a good clerk but we believe that Mr. Holland deserves the
office after his opponent has had its advantages for six years
and has failed to use them for advancement.

Since the days of Thomas Jefferson it has been one
of the tenets of the Demqvatic Party to reward those officers who have made a good officer with an endorsement.
lip
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for 83c
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
Genuine Cannon BATH TOWEL
(retail value 55c).

$1.55 Deal for 83c
Gatlin-Fergerson Co

1

A. N. Duke

raffen Motor Co

Brien Holland
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FRIENDS OF BRIEN HOLLAND FOR
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
CALVERT CITY.
KY.

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CITY,
C LVKRT

BENTON, KY.
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$300,000.00 of Jockey Club corruptio
money has been turned loose in Kentuc
for Robt. T. Crowe.
Of course a part will be sent to Ma
shall county. We appeal to the good cit
zens and unpurchaseable democrats
watch the voting places next Satuird.
and block every effort to buy this electio
We beiieve the people of Marsha
county are too wise to be tricked by ro•
surveyors, too brave to be bluffed abo
road building and too honest to be houg
by promises or money.

Lewis Hall

me
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and sprayers at Morgan & Heath. to stay all day. Don't fail
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GRAVEYARD CLEANING
There will be a graveyard from a trip thro Tennesom
cleaning at the Sleald or Frizzell our cotton is as far advan
graveyard on Saturday, August theirs; all the cotton prom
20, 1927. Everyone is invited to be a short stalk but this
come and bring tools and dinner proves an advantage as it
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ute 9, was a
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peaking hert
for John A.
r. He lives at
it West kene only candiCongressional
rengt hen the
Don't fail to

Zeke Holland, of GilbertsYille,
was a visitor in Benton Friday,
Elder J. P. Riley, pastor of
the Benton Baptist church, is engaged in a series of revival services at New Hope in Graves
'aunty this week.
L. H. Solomon. formerly Of
'alma, purchased last week the
*ore and residence of R. L. McT)aniel, in North Benton, opposite
he Hosiery Mills. Mr. Solomon is
on the
making improvements
place this week,

rles Ray Hotk, Arkansas,
atives at Birnton Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. Govie Smith and
children Virginia and Charles
Govie Smith left Thursday evening for a vacation trip to White
Pinin, Mo.
Walter and R. L. Myre and Sam
Bynum. of Paducah, were visitors in Benton Monday.
Squire Sam Perry. of Hardin
Route 1, Was among the crowd
In town Monday.
Marshall Bailey, of Sharpe, was
a business visitor here Monday.
Aritenate of lead. paris green
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$300,000.00 of Jockey Club corruption
money has been turned loose in Kentucky
for Robt T. Crowe
Of course a part will be sent to Marshall county. We appeal to the good citizens and unpurchaseable democrats to
watch the voting places next Saturday
and block every effort to buy this election.
We believe the people of Marshall
county are too wise to be tricked by road
surveyors, too brave to be bluffed about
road building and too honest to be bought
by promises or money.

Cold Drinks, Cigarettes and Tobaccos
Yes We Buy Eggs.

arry
Wolfe's Cash &C
Money"
"Same Goods for Less

Next door to Bank of Marshall County.
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ADVERTISING) demand for good cotton and the
A NAAMAN DUKE.
(Political Advt.)•
importance of keeping it well culWe wish deeply and sincerely to
tivated cannot be too strongly
•thank all who assisted us at that time and
emphasized.
Figned,
•to assure them that their help and assis-•
.
R. M. ACREE
•
will never be forgotten.
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The greatest enemy to tire life is not the
grind of rough city
road, the broken pavemnet or the harsh
internal friction.
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softens rubber
also
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Heat not only weakens the fabric
and causes blow-outs and tire failures.
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alified in every way to fill the duties of this office.
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performing the duties of Circuit Court Clerk.
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$75 WEEKLY MAN OR WO•
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MAN WANTED
•pleasant thing about doing business.
Rawleigh's Household Product's
•
to your neighbors and friends.•
openings near Benton. We

TO THE VOTERS OF MARFine
SHALL COUNTY:you so you can make up to
help
be
soon
will
The campaign
a week or more. No experi$100
over, and I wish in this closing
necessary. Pleasant, profitence
hour to say to you that I have
able, dignified work. Write tobeen striving to see as many of
day. W. T. Rawleigh Co., Dept.
the voters as has been possible
A26p
KY153, Freeport, Ill.
for me so to do. You know that it
is my duty to first to see to the
WANTED TO BUY veals, hogs,
office that you have already in- beef cattle, much cows, anything (POLITICAL
trusted to me, which I have been in the live stock line. Phone
(Icing, and then to see as many of Sharpe Exchange or write Jamie
tf
you as I could. I realize that I Vaughn, Benton R. 6.
have not been permitted to see
For daily market prices on all
each voter in this campaign, but
of cattle, hogs, sheep and
kinds
riding
been
know
you
I have as
th, Sharpe
early and late, and I assure you veal. Call Fred Titswor
Little Cyor
address
ge
exchan
my
g
that I have not been spendin
tfc
1.
R.
I
Ky.,
press,
whom
those
To
time at home.
have been unable to see, I hope
WANTED FOR MARSHALL
that you will not hold that against COUNTY — An ambitious perme, and I earnestly solicit your son to make $1,500 to $4,000
support and vote on August 6th. yearly supplying the demand for
My opponent stated in last Whitmer's Factory-to-You Proweeks issue that I failed and re- ducts. Experience unnecessary.
fused to consent to meet him in Sales training FREE. We suppl
more speaking dates. Now Brien complete line of home necessiknows better than that. Then why ties. Earn while you learn, drive
did he say it? Is he such a great own car, have own business, be
orator as that? Has he something own boss, steady sales increase
to tell that he has not already profits year round. Hundreds
said? If so why did he hold it making more MSS than ever beback to the last days of the Campaign, when he had 17 chances
at the 17 different places we
spoke? Can't you see, just trying to mislead you. We did talk
about having speaking dates but
he said that the race between
the Commonwealths attorneys together with ourselves had failed
to bring out a crowd, and he did
not think we alone could bring
out one when both races failed,
to all of which I agreed and the
matter was dropped there.
My opponent intimated in his
statement in last weeks issue,
that he did not want to come to
you to lay his claim before you,
but rather have you come to him
so he could ask you for your help.
Friends I have always believed
in coming to you and so I have
made as active campaign as possible, because I wanted to see
you personally and lay my claim
before you and also to renew old
friendships, get closer in touch
with the people, learn their likes
and dislikes, what' they want and
what they don't want.
Now friends my opponent has
said in all his speakings that I

:
or & Sons•
J.111,TichenCity,
Ky.
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Draffen Motor Co.

Holland

BENTON,

NDS OF BRIEN HOLLAND FOR
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

"Authorized Ford Sales & Service"
CALVERT CITY. KY.
KY.

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

•

A BANK SERVICE

FREE
Oenuint Cannon

radon

Ir. Holland's opponent is a worthy young man and has
ood clerk but we believe that Mr. Holland deserves the
er his opponent has had its advantages for six years
failed to use them for advancement.
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and sprayers at Mor,gan & Heath. to stay all day. Don't fail to be
Spear Faughn, of Route 6, present.
transacted business in Benton
COTTON LETTER
Monday.
B. T. Young, of Route 4, was in
Benton, Ky., Aug. 3rd.
town on business Monday.
COTTON GROWERS
THE
TO
H. W. Washburn of near Birmingham, was a business visitor OF MARSHALL COUNTY:
in Benton,, Monday,
The outlook for a good price
H. M. Crass and son, James, of four your cotton this fall is very
Hardin, were in Benton, Monday encouraging and it will pay you
to keep cultivating it for at least
afternoon.
Clay Lyles of near Brewers, two or three more weeks as all
transacted business in Benton, blooms that come in August will
Monday.
make cotton and open before
frost.
The writer has just returned
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
There will be a graveyard from a trip thru Tennessee and
cleaning at the Sledd or Frizzell our cotton is as far advanced as
graveyard on Saturday, August theirs; all the cotton promises to
20, 1927. Everyone is invited to be a short stalk but this often
come and bring tools and dinner proves an advantage as it fruits
(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL

Wolfe sells you and your neighbor alike,
He don't try to keep his prices out of site,
He just as soon to tell you the price at the
door.
call you back and make other custo
As
tomers sore.
He makes his OW* prices at the store,
Ind don't send to his competitors for
more.
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KENTUCKY

IATH TOWEI

For Business
and Business Men

The Bank of Benton is afinancial institution of more
ped to serve
than 36 years successful experience, amply equip
a farm
satisfactorily every deserving enterprise, be it operating
itate
or operating a business. Its staff is able to advise and facil
any banking problems you may have.
•

Sound, conservative policies insure the safety of your
funds while sound business propositions receive consideration.

WITH PUItCHASP.

OP

JO CAKES

ona,
CA STI LE)
for 83c
$1.00 worth of Soap, 20 x 40
BATH
Cannon
Genuine
TOWEL (retail value 55c).

$1.55 Deal for 83c
HARDIN MERCANTILE CO.
Hardin, Ky.

The Bank of Benton wants your business and will take
individuals,
good care of it. It is the depositary for hundreds ofyours
?
firms and business, the town and state. Why not
e
Conservative Enough to Absolutely Protect You; Progr,essiv
Enough to Completely Serve You!

BANK OF BENTON

Resources over $700,000.00
Solon L. Palmer, Cashier
J. D. Peterson, Pres.
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jects which have been the basis
of sensational rumors within and
without the automotive industry
the past few months, to a group
thodnaythe ocrtehtobdiary
e4
esish6
osnocoifath
asais
cf
o

FORD BELIEVES NEW
CAR WILL BEATj

tising.
We believe that the newspaper
men of Kentucky will appreciate
the efforts which we have made
'If
rather than to give an credence to
MODEL
OF
our
the efforts to misrepresent
purposes and impugn our motives.
Motor War Would Be Folly, SatSays Subscriptions Range from
Yours very truly,
uration A Myth; Will Keep
KEEN JOHNSON,
$25 to $2,500; None from
Low Price, Henry Says.
; Gambling Franchise Holders.
ROUTE 8

CROWE COMMITTEE
DENIES AID FROM
JOCKEY CLUB FUND

MARK

In reference to the trade war
rumor, he declared:
"We have no desire to take business away from any automobile
manufacturer. Our thought has
always been that the automobile
business is prosperous only when
all the makers of cars are busy."
Mr. Ford would not discuss the
details of design of his coming
new car. He said he expected to
issue a complete description of
the new model within a few
weeks. .
Ford discussed with regret the
passing of his famous Model T upon which the foundation of his
fortune was built. Th old car
built the experience and earned
the money to make the new car
poasible, he said. The company
has paid over $547,000,000 into the coffers of the treasury in
taxes on these cars and has expended money running into billions of dollars in salaries to em-

REGRETS PASSING OF OLD
The Crowe Press Committee,
W. L. Anderson and family,
CAR WHICH MADE FORTUNE
which has been charged with re- visited J. B. Darnall, Sunday.
readverHiett
Solon
for
Mrs.
and
Mr.
contributions
ceiving
Detroit, July 30—Henry Ford
tising from the Kentucky Jockey turned from Cincinnati, Ohio Sata
for
been
had
they
where
urday
the
of
believes an automobile trade war
Club, makes a flat denial
few months.
would ba wasteful and bad policy
charges in a letter to The TriMr. A. N. Duke and family for all companies concerned; that
bune-Democrat.
visited J. L. West and family the dreaded saturation point in
Since a large campaign of this Sunday evening.
automobile production is a myth;
M. M. Lovett returned from he does not plan abandoning the
advertising has been placed in
the columns of this paper, we are middle Tennessee Sunday night, low priced field and believes his
publishing the letter as received where he had been to see his company will surpass its own recbrother who is critically ill.
verbatim.
ord of producing 15,000,000 cars
J. D. Cope is on the sick list in 19 years, with the new Ford
It follows:
Lexington, Ky. this week.
soon to be introduced on the marJuly 29, 1927.
The protracted meeting is in ket.
progress at Walnut Grove chutch.
Dear Sir:
The industrial wizard expressed
As some attempts have been Brother Gilliam doing the preach- his views on some pertinent submade to discredit the serious pur- ing. Good attendance is repotted.
Lisha Darnall was in Benton
poses. The Committee has sought,
through an educational campaign, Saturday afternoon.
(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) ('OLITICAL
Leonas Smith and family visitto furnish the facts as to the
issues and the probable effects ed his father J. H. Smith Sunday.
Mrs. M. M. Lovett is visiting
that would attend the nomination
her daughter in Naahville, Tenn.,
of either candidate.
The association was formed this week.
Mrs. Tesaie Ilaymes attended
voluntarily by a number of newspaper men who believe that the preaching at Walnut Grove Sunnomination of Mr. Crowe means day night.
Crops are reported to greatly
certain Democratic victory in
November, that he will carry improved after the badly needed
forward the road program and rain Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Frank Brown
will not repudiate the record of
administration attended preaching at Walnut
Democratic
a
which has made lasting achieve- Grove Sunday night.
0
P417
ments.
Editors of newspapers support- CHAS. CREASON, BARKLEY
ing Mr. Crowe were given the op- BLAGG WIN TENNIS TOURNEY
1010
portunity of giving such aid as
and
Barkley
Creason
Charley
permitted,
their business duties
6,
04
4 1
C4
:
41
and at the present time there are Blagg won the tennis double
seventeen members of the Com- championship of Benton Friday
afternoon when they defeated
mittee.
.44,
P
In order that newspaped adver- Jim Edd, Cross and Mayor Lucien
tising, which we as newspaper Strow three sets out of four, 3-6,
men believe to be most important 6-3, 6-1, 6-0. Creason and Blagg
in presenting facts to the public, got off to a poor start and lost
might be used, a fund was raised the first three games.
Showers stopped play about the
by subscriptions which were received from a large number of middle of the second set and aftsupporters of Mr. Crowe, the sub- er the rest period the winners
scriptions ranging from $25 to came back with new life and
$2,500. The Kentucky Jockey rapidly overcame their rivals,
Club was never solicited nor has who seemed thrown off their
game,
It made any contribution.
Every dollar of the fund has
Eighteen Bath county farmers
been expended for clerical expenses, for stamps in mailing out attended a meeting where two
comments from newspapers edi- modern lime spreaders were demtorials and for newspaper adver- onstrated.
(POLITICAL

ployees. In addition, Mr. Ford estimated $4,868,427,012 had been
expended in this country, Canada
and abroad during the past nineteen years for materials used in
the construction of the cars.
Before the last model T cars
have gone into the junk heap the
entire fleet of 15,000,000 will
60,000,000,000
have consumed
gallons of gasoline and 1,800,000000 gallons of oil and will have

traveled more than
miles, Ford says.

safeguard and expe
merit of more tha
passengers and sin
in the neighborh000
dollars.
"Personal reapo
I. C. Head Emphasizes Part Play- highly exacting so?
every railway e
ed by Employees in Servwork and willingne
ing Public.
essential — they 14
in the bone. Witi
The great responsibility resting pendent upon them,
upon railway employes is emphas- der that railway
ized by President L. A. Downs of clined to regard
the Illinois Central System in his employment as a
tion?"
August I letter to the public.
Mr. Downs calls
"Daily the railway employes of
this country," he writes, "must the body and tin
handle safely, efficiently and soul of a railroad.
railway property employes to some e
economically
representing an investment of out, but more es
approximately $13,000 for each those who come in
employe, and daily they must with the public, de

RESPONSIBILITY IS
STRESSED BY DOWNS

one billion

Government plant testers see
considerable savings of time and
expense for farmers in two kinds
of self-perpetuating clover. On
one, the stems bend down and
scratch the surface sf the ground
shortly after the pods have formed, so that the seeds are deposited under favorable growing conditions, unless the soil is too hard.
ADVERTISING)

(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL

VOTE FOR

Dr. W. E. 14 oodrow
OF MONTICELLO
FOR

W. W. ENGLISH, FORMER COUN
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCER
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE

Lieutenant Governor
Subject to the Democratic Primary, August 6, 1927
He is from the 11th district and will materially increase
the Democratic vote in November.
YOUR SUPPORT EARNESTLY SOLICITED
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ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL

Calvert City, Kentucky, Ju
In view of the many reports that have gained
garding the!enforcement of what is known as the
my tenure of office of County Attorney. I desire to
lowing statement in order that the truth may be kn
During the first few months of my term
complaints came to me by persons who had paid th
against those who were not paying, and I received
from the state department of agriculture urging ti
steps towards enforcing this law and calling -to m
provisions of the law as to my duty in the matter
on some action therein.
At the April 1922 term of the Marshall C
spoke to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the fa
reference to the dog law and he suggested that I %smatter up with Judge I-ovett and proceed in the
these matters would unnecessarily burden the d
cuit Court, inasmuch as there were so many charg,
against the violators of the liquor laws.
At his (Judge Price's) request I did not su
to the grand jury but at the close of the April
Court I then went to Judge Lovett and•asked hit
rants against these people and he suggested that
in the local paper my intention and give the Teo
procure their license before taking any action. Be
gestion to be a good one and not wanting to su
prosecution needless and believing it to be faipublic as to my intention I inserted an advertise
bune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks ad % ising
had not paid their dog license to come in apd d
1st of June, or they would be proceeded agai
Many came in and paid and many did not. Abou
June of that year I again went to Judge Lovett a
sign warrants for those who had not paid. This
placed these warrants in the hands of the sheri
and I then compromised several of these cases in
before making any investigation as to the juri
Court in the matter. As was his duty to do under
Lovett receipted for these fines. When the suit
stop the payment of these fines in the lower Cou
and I both agreed that if they would come into
that Judge Lovett should set aside the judgmen•
fines and costs. Their attorney, Mike Oliver rdY
and Judge Lovett and I then filed demurrers t
in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers w
an agreement was reached whereby the parties s
license and we should remit the fines and costs a
ter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGL1
Former County Attorney, N
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PAPERS IN ED ALVEY •
CASE ARE MISSING
Records Removed from Kentucky Historical
Society's Keeping in Frankfort. Louisville
Gambler Was Pardoned by Governor
Beckham Causing Outcry from Pulpit
and Press of Entire State
Official documents dealing with
the pardon of Ed Alvey, Louisville
gambler, now supporting J. C. WI
Beckham, who was pardoned by
Governor Beckham in 1901, are
missing in Frankfort. They have
disappeared between May 1 and
July 21 frotn the custody of the
Kentucky Historical Society.
Alvey had been convicted of the
charge of "maintaining, operating,
and conducting and aiding, etc., a
game nf craps at 409 West Market
Street, over the B. and B. Saloon,"
in the city of Louisville.
Ed Alvey is a Louisville handbook maker. The handbc)ok men
know that the repeal of the parimutuel laws will mean an open
season of illegal gambling. This
will bring big revenues to a few of
the larger handbook operators.
Ed Alvey was pardoned by
Governor Beckham after the good
people of Louisville, seeking to
clean the city of gambling, finally
obtained evidence for a conviction.
Beckham not only pardoned Alvey
of the offense on which he had
been found guilty, but pardoned
three other indictments which had
not been brought to trial, pardoning before trial.
He gave as his excuse that there
were many others in Louisville
doing the same thing who had
not been caught.
A mass meeting was held in
Louisville and Rev. Drs. E. L.
Powell, Francis R. Beattie and
Peyton H. Hoge, Judge Alex P.
Humphrey, James L. Smyser and
others took part with approximately 600 present. Resolutions
condemning Beckham for nullifying the efforts to rid Louisville of

domination by gamblers were
passed. Judge Henry S. Barker,
who presided at the trial, and the
prosecutors issued scathing denunciations of Beckham's action.
Following is the preamble to the
resolutions, submitted by the committee and unanimously adopted
I
as the sense of the meeting:
"We, being fitizehs of the city
of Louisville, and of the county of
Jefferson, and of the state of Kentucky, assembled in an open meeting in the city aforesaid, pursuant
to a call signed by reputable citizens, and duly published, being
impressed with the gravity of an
official condonation of crime in
our midst, and believing that it is
the duty of every citizen of the
Commonwealth to take an interest
and make known his interest, in
the matters pertaining to the enforcement of the law, and the suppression of vice, do hereby most
earnestly protest against the action
of the Governor of Kentucky on
February 27, 1901, in pardoning
and turning loose on this community two gamblers, viz., Ed
Alvey and Paddy Miles, whose
lives have long been given to the
corruption and dishonor of the
youth of this city, and whose guilt
is expressly conceded by the Governor in the statement that they
have promised him they will not
again violate the law; men in
whose favor there is not one palliating circumstance or reason why
they should not suffer the legal
penalty for the crimes which they
have deliberately, knowingly, and
persistently peronamted, in open
defiance of law, and with shameless contempt for decency and
morality.",
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LEADERS
TO THE-CITIZENS AND s VOT
THE TOWN OF BENTO.

Robert T. Crowe

VOTE FOR A CONSTRUCTIONIST
Mr. Crowe has told the people where he stands on every
issue in which there is public interest

DEMOCRATS, NOMINATE

I take this method of thanking you f
you have shown me in the past and to ask you
ance of your support.

•

The time is near at hand when yo
Town Marshal must be made and I am asking t
6th, you go to the poll, and cast your ‘ote in
sue
this office; and promising that if I am the
date in this race I will, as I have done in the •
the best effort of which I am capable in the di.
duties thereof.

Robert T. Crowe

Again thanking you and depending u
alty and endorsement, I am
Yours Nery truly,

and Win in November
Make the Rooster"Crow with Crewe"
••••• ••

PP,

H. H. McG

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.).

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5TH, 1927
ave been the basis
rumors within and
automotive industry
months:to a group
ere today on the oc64th birthday.
e to the trade war
)ared:
o desire to take busiom any automobile
. Our thought has
that the automobile
sperous only when
of cars are busy."
ould not discuss the
sign of his coming
said he expected to
lete description of
el within a few
sed with regret the
famous Model T up
foundation of his
built. Th old car
rience and earned
make the new car
aid. The company
er $547,000,000 inof the treasury in
cars and has exrunning into bils in salaries to em-

ployees. In addition, Mr.. Ford estimated $4,868,427,012 had been
expended in this country, Canada
and abroad during the .past nineteen years for materials used in
the constructinn_14 the cars.
Before the last model T cars
have gone into the junk heap the
entire fleet of 15,000.000 will
have consumed
60,000;000,000
gallons of gasoline and 1,800,000000 gallons of oil and *ill have
(POLITICAL

traveled more than
miles, Ford says.

RESPONSIBILITY IS
STRESSED BY DOWNS

one billion

Government plant testers see
considerable savings of time and,
expense for farmers in two kinds
of self-perpetuating clover. On
one, the stems bend down and
scratch the surface of the ground
shortly after the pods have formed, so that the seeds are deposited under favorable growing condition's, unless the soil is too hard.
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I. C. Head Emphasizes Part Played by Employees in Serving Public.
The great responsibility resting
upon railway employes is emphasized by President L. A. Downs of
the Illinois Central System in his
August 1 letter to the public.
"Daily the railway employes of
this country," he writes, "must
handle safely, efficiently and
economically
railway property
representing an investment of
approximately $13,000 for each
employe, and daily they must
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Lieutenant Governor
Subject to the Democratic Primary, August 6, 1927
He is front the 11th district and will Materially increase
the Democratic vote in November.
YOUR SUPPORT EARNESTLY SOLICITED
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tation of the railroad. In his opinion, it is no exaggeration to say
that the employes stand for the
railroad in the public mind.
OBITUARY
On Sunday evening May 8 1927,
the angel of death entered the
home of Rollie Kelly and took
from him his beloved wife' who
was born June, 30 1900, making
her age 26 years 10 months and

8 days. Besides her husband she
is survived by three children,
three sisters one brother and a
step father and a host of relatives and friends to mourn her
death. She was sick only five days
Aith a congestive chill and other
diseases but bore her sufferings
patiently until the end. Every effort was put forth to ease her anguish pain but God saw in his wisW. W. ENGLISH, FORMER COUNTY ATTY. dom
to call her home. She professed faith in Christ about eight
ISSUES STATEMENT CONCERNING
years ago and had lived a true
THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE DOG LAW christian
until her death Realizing herself that death was lurkCalvert City, Kentucky, June 16th, 1927 ing in her body she said she was
In view of the many reports that have gained circulation re- ready to go that all was bright
for her on the other side and told
garding the enforcement of what is known as the dog law during her husband to care for her darmy tenure of office of County Attorney. I desire to make the fol- ling children. So I would say weep
not husband and children, weep
lowing statement in order that the truth may be known.
not as those that have no hope
During the first few months of my term of office many for mother is not dead, but asleep
complaints came to me by persons who had paid their dog license in Jesus there to await the resurrection and in heaven she will
against those who were not paying, and I received several letters watch and wait for her children.
from the state department of agriculture urging that I take some Just as she watched and waited
them from the doors of her
steps towards enforcing this law and calling to my attention the for
days gone by. So may each one
provisions of the law as to my duty in the matter and insisting up- live prepared to meet her in that
home where parting will be no
on some action therein.
more, for Jesus himself promised
At the April 1922 term of the Marshall Circuit Court I he that cometh unto me I will in
spoke to Judge Joe L. Price about instructing the grand jury with no wise cast out. Funeral services
reference to the dog law and he suggested that I wait and take the were conducted by Rev. Dunn
Monday, May 9 at three o'clock.
matter up with Judge Lovett and proceed in the lower Court as The body was laid to rest in the
these matters would unnecessarily burden the docket of the Cir- Dunn cemetery. Morgan and
Heath in charge.
cuit Court, inasmuch as there were so many charges then pending Farewell
mother, Farewell mother
against the violators of the liquor laws.
We must say our last farewell,
At his (Judge Price's) request I did not submit the matter Till we meet beyond the river
Happy there to dwell.

VOTE FOR

A DV ERTISING) (POLITICAL

safeguard and expedite the movement of more than two million
passengers and shipments worth
in the neighborhood of two billion
dollars.
"Personal responsibility of a
highly exacting sort is the lot of
every railway employe. Team
work and willingness to serve are
essential — they should be bred
in the bone. With so much dependent upon them, is it any wonder that railway workers are inclined to regard their railway
employment as a mark of distinction?"
Mr. Downs calls the property
the body and the employes the
soul of a railroad. Upon all the
employes to some extent, he points
out, but more especially upon
those who come in direct contact
with the public, depends the repu-

LEADERS

to the grand jury but at the close of the April term of Circuit
Court I then went to Judge Lovett and asked him to issue warrants against these people and he suggested that I first advertise
in the local paper my intention and give the people a chance to
procure their license before taking any action. Believing his sug\gestion to be a good one and not wahting to subject anyone to
prosecution needless and believing it to be fair to advise the
public as to my intention I inserted an advertisement in the Tribune-Democrat for two consecutive weeks advising all parties who
had not paid their dog license to come in vid do, so before the
1st of June, or they would be proceeded against by warrants.
Many came in and paid and many did not. About the middle of
June of that year I again went to Judge Lovett and asked him to
sign warrants for those who had not paid. This he did. I then
placed these warrants in the hands of the sheriff for execution
and I then compromised several of these cases in the lower court
before making any investigation as to the jurisdiction of the
Court in the matter. As was his duty to do under the law Judge
Lovett receipted for these fines. When the suit was brought to
stop the payment of these fines in the lower Court, Judge Lovett
and I both agreed that if they would come into the lower Court
that Judge Lovett should set aside the judgments and remit the
fines and costs. Their attorney, Mike Oliver refuised to do this
and Judge Lovett and I then filed demurrers to their petitions
in the Circuit Court and before these demurrers were passed upon
an agreement was reached whereby the parties should buy their
license and we should remit the fines and costs and thus the matter ended.
(Signed) W. W. ENGLISH,
Former County Attorney, Marshall County.
Political Advt.

STAMPING MACHINE NOW
IN BENTON POSTOFFICE
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SHARPE
Rev, T. C. Wilcox of Murray,
Ky., is holding a meeting at the
Church of Christ. Large crowds
have been attending. Great interest has been manifested.
Forrest Redden returned to his
work in Detroit Sunday after
spending the past week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Redden.
Prof. John Bondurant, Mrs.
Redden, Mrs. Chloe Rawlnis and
children, Elizabeth and James,
Euline Redden, Dorothy and Ruth
Hill, Lillian Woods, Inez Cornwell, Opal Tyree, Marguerite
Walker, Neva Pell Norman and
Beryl Seay were the guest of
Mrs. Edd Walker Thursday.
Mrs, John Smith and Mrs. Manor Jett were business visitors in
Paducah Monday.
Neva Pell Norman visited Dorothy and Ruth Hill Monday.
Beryl Seay, Edith Thomasson,
Dorothy and Ruth Hill, Errol
Norman and Ewing Miller were
the guest of Inez Cornwell of
Little Cypress Sunday.
Miss Lillie Bell Heron, of Paducah spent Sunday with Colleen
Johnston.
Rev, T. C. Wilcox was the Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Titsworth.
Mrs. Rebecca Lowry of Paducah was the guest of Mrs. Chloe
Rawlinson and Mrs. Redden Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Phelps of
Detroit arrived Monday night to
spend several days with Mr.
Phelps mother, Mrs. W. R. Fields.
Mrs. Amanda Seay, Mrs. Bertha Powell and children of Detroit are visiting friends and relatives tere.
Edith Downs who 's attending
the Murray State Normal school
spent e week end with her parents.
Mrs. Effie Clark was the Sunday guest,
'of Mrs. P. ; Luton.
Lillian IST( oda was the guest of
Bernice Alexander Saturda:.• night
an.; Sunday.
.111m.i•

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
Postmaster W. L. Prince received Monday from the government
a new model stamp cancelling
machine. The machine was placed
in operation Tuesday morning.
It gives a much cleaner, clearer stamp than the old hand stamp
which it replaces, and gives an
urban appearance to the mail go.ing out from Benton.
ICE CREAM SUPPER

Tennessee, Mrs. Elsie Farris, of
Tennessee, Mrrs. Lizzie Brien, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Pugh, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Draffen, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Stahl, Mrs. Jesse Beard, Mrs. W.
M. Butler, Mrs. L. H. Solomon, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Brien, Mrs. Raymond Butler, Mrs. Clarence Le!leave, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Holland, Mr. and Mrs Mathen English, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Butler and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Dunn, Mr. Oldron McCoy of Ak-

reek

ron, Ohio., Misses R. Gania and
Mary Jo Holland, Mabel and Audrey Mae English, Elizabeth Pugh
Arlene, Mildred and Betty Jo
Stahl, Novilee and Gertrude Draffen, Ruth Horn, of Tennessee,
Elizabeth Holland. Messrs. Earl,
Brien, Woodrow, Thomas and Ken
ton Holland and Raymond English.
Eevryone enjoyed a nice time.
Tribune ads bring results.

cilieWorld
has never known
such Value!
All former standards of motor cat value fell when Buick for
1928 swept into view. Here are listed all 16 Buick models for
1928, with their prices, so that you may see for yourself how
little Buick costs, when you consider bow much Buick gives.
Ftwe-pesseragse 2-door Sedan.
Seriell 113... Mugs

Pivis-permager 44eor Sagla.,
Series 120...Slit,.

Fettr-Peleserger Sport Roadies',
Series 115...$11.5I

Free-peemenger Town Brougham,
Series 120... $1.1171

Two-peseertger Coupe,
Series 115...SIittS

Four-peesenger Sport Roodeser,
Series 128 ...1111.41414

Piee-poreenger Sport Touring,
Series 115...staas

Five-promenger Sport Touring,
Series 128...

Berre-pwnenger Country Club Coupe,
&wise 113
SUMS

Four-passenger Country Club Coups.
Series 128 ...1111704

Rve-pessenger 4-door Sedan,
Series 113...*IMPS

Firwpomenger Coupe,
Series 128 .*sego

Fire-peasenger Town Brougham,
Series 115.. $1,7111

Five-peasenger Brougham,
Series 128...Slink.

Four-peasenger Coupe,
Series 120...$14•11

Seven-passenger Sedan.
Series 128...

Ailpnctsf e. b. flow, Mwk.Gereramem Ter to be added.

BUICKfor1928
FARMER-PURDOM BUICK CO.

Murray, Kentucky
All persons having claims against or indebted to the estate
[WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT,1
of Mrs. Sarah E. Roundtree are
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
hereby notified that they must
file such claim of indebtedness
against or pay amount owed to
the estate by the 30th of August. 11•••••••••••••11•••••••••
George R. Long, administrator. •
•
Al9c•
•
FAMILY REUNION

•

•
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•
•
•
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(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL ADVERTISING) •
•
Campaign Rumor That Sampson Has Defraud-•
ed Farmers, Absolutely Disproved
In some of the literature circulated by the Lucas organization,•
A. Y. Mills, who lives on LStinking Creek in the Mountains of Ken-•
tucky. He is now, and always has been a Democrat. His affidavits,•
identical in form, was used by Judge Sampson's opponent in the
Circuit Judge's race in 1911, when this affidavit was a part of the•
At Eulice English, on the BenAn old family reunion was held
ton-Birmingham road, Saturday Wednesday, July 25., at the Brien
night, August 6. Ice cream, bar- Spring about 2 miles east of Palbecue meats, cold drinks. Plenty ma. Those present were:music. Good order.
ltp
Mr. and Mrs. Emma Horn, of

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
. •
•
•

More Mileage in
This Super Tire

I

•
.
•
•
•
•

scheme of a few corporation lawyers, headed by a Democrat, to elect
a corporation lawyer for Circuit Judge. This is the same affidavit
which figured in the so-called R. 0. Campbell Coal Mining Company
suit. This and another attempted scheme to injure Judge Sampson
so stirred up the people of that section in 1911 that his opponent,
who was then Circuit Judge by appointment, was forced to the people to withdraw before the Primary, and with this A. Y. Mills affi-•
davit and some other falsehoods before the people of that District,
Judge Sampson was nominated March 25th, 1911 without opposition.
(POLITICAL ADVERTISING) (POLITICAL ADVERTISING)
The same Democratic Corporation lawyer who helped to cook up
this scheme, and who drew this affidavit for A. Y. Mills in 1911, was
busy when the attempt was made to file charge against Judge Sampson before the Democratic Legislature in 1914, and he got up this
same affidavit for A. Y. Mills when Judge Sampson was a candidate
for Appellate Judge in 1917, and in 1927, this same Democratic lawyTO THE CITIZENS AND VOTERS OF )er sent for his Democratic witness, A. Y. Mills, and drew up this
same affidavit for the fourth time. This time it is to be used ostenTHE TOWN OF BENTON:
sibly for Lucas. This Democratic lawyer is for Beckham, and he is
It's the new-type All-Weather Tread•
trying to help Lucas throw mud at Sampson in the hope that it will
help Beckham in November.
Goodyear Balloon. Let us show you its•
You will observe that this fellow, A. Y. Mills, says that Judge•
I take this method of thanking you for the favors
di
advantages
and tell you the cost of equip-•
Sampson bought his mineral rights for $800.00, and paid him $800.you have shown me in the past and to ask you for a continu00. In other words Judge Sampson paid him every dollar, as per•ping your car. It costs no more than old- X
ance of your support.
the contract that he promised him. But he says that the deed on re-•fashioned tires. It's six big steps ahead— i
t
cord shows that the consideration was $3800.00. Of course, the clerk
The time is near at hand when your choice for
in recording the deed may have made it $3800.00 instead of $800.00.
• 1. Traction
This did not injure Mills because he was only to get $800.00, which•
Town Marshal must be made and I am asking that on August
2. Safety
he did receive. He further charges iethis affidavit that the deed he
•
6th, you go to the poll and cast your vote in my behalf for
3.
Slow,
Even
Tread
Wear
made to Judge Sampson for his minerel, etc., did not provide for•
if
I
am
the
successful candithis office; and promising that
any right-of-way to get the mineral out, and the deed on record
4. Made with SUPERTWIST.
date in this race I will, as I have done in the past, put forth
shows right-of-ways are granted to get the minreals out: Of course•
5. Quiet Running
•
everybody knows that any person buying mineral rights in the mounthe best effort of which I am capable in the discharge of the
•
6. Appearance
tains---toal, etc., always has it provided in the deed that he is to have
duties thereof.
right of way to get the minerals out, and also sufficient timber from•
SEE IT
off the land to operate the coal. This is simply another fixed up pro-•COME IN
TODAY! 41'\4
Again thanking you and depending upon your loyposition. What fool would buy coal and other minerals under lands
alty and endorsement, I am
without having the right to go onto the land and get the mineral out?
This is mud alright, but it is the cheapest and thinnest mud that
could be thrown.
•
Yours very truly,
Calvert City, Ky.
•
This deed was made by Mills to Judgge Sampson, he says in•
1906: This is 1927—twenty one years after. He made this same affi•
davit in 1911. HE DOSEN'T SAY IN HIS AFFIDAVIT THAT HE
EVER BROUGHT ANY SUIT ON ACCOUNT OF HIS DEED. THE
•
FACT LS, HE NEVER BROUGHT SUIT, BUT EVERY TIME HE•
Benton,
Ky.
MAKES ONE OF THESE APFIDAVITS HE GETS PAID, AND HE
WILL MAKE ONE EVERY TIME HE IS PAID—Political Advt.
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Robert T. Crowe

CONSTRUCTIONIST,
the people where he stands on every
ich there is public interest
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t T. Crowe
in in November
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Vote for Newton Bright, a (POLITICAL
Democrat, for Commissioner of
Agriculture:.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover C. Greene,
of Wilmington, Deleware and
Mr.
brother,
Mrs. Gseene'm
county
the
in
Stringer, arrived
last week for a visit with Mrs.
Greene's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. 0. Stringer, near Palma, and
other relatives. Mrs. Greene is
engaged in insurance work while
Mr. Greene is connected with
Goldey College, at Wilmington.
They made the trip in their car.

Master Lawrence Lee Wash- Democrat, for Commissioner of
burn was host to a number of Agriculture.
his young friends at dinner MonMr. and Mrs. W. H. Fields, of
day in honor of his fotirth birth- Temple, Texas, are spending a
day. The guests were Masters month in Marshall county visitDavid Pack, Ben WiMims, Billy ing old friends and neighbors, inEly, Wells Thomas Lovett, Mrs. cluding Judge and Mrs. J. B.
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Candidate Favored Law Which Makes PariMutuel Restrictions Effective. Served as
Attorney Before Court of Appeals and
Contended that the Pari-Mutuel
Statute was Valid.

•

The Hon. Flem D. Sampson, who was reared on a farm in
Southeastern Kentucky, educated himself under adverse circumstances, was elected County Judge, Circuit Judge, and is
Now Judge of the Court of Appeals, is seeking the nomination
of the Republicans of Kentucky.
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On next Saturday, August 6th you are to select your candidate for Governor.
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Reward for the Faithful

II

II
II

We the friends'of A Naaman Duke ask the voters of
Marshall County to givelthim your most loyal and untiring support because of his faithfulness to the office you intrusted to
him, and for the following reasons:

II
II

I
I
I

I

county.
Endorsement has always been customary to the officers of Marshall

1st.

/

down upon his
There has never been a Circuit Clerk of Marshall County turned
2nd.
record when he asked for your endorsement of it.
I

e

is nothing against
His record is unquestioned. Even his opponent says "That there
3rd.
him or his record."
4th.

even questioned.
His qualifications and ability to tend to the office himself is not

5th.

or politicians.
His family record is not one of a Ion; standing as office holders

‘41

tion whatever.
4a

faithfully and well served
Mr. Duke is a splendid and deserving young man. He has
6th.
county, five of them
Marshall
in
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eight
taught
you one term as your Circuit Clerk; he
from a one
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the
building
in
d
succeede
he
time
which
in his home district, during
members
the
among
was
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graduate
room to a two room school. He is also a high school
called.
was
name
of his class to receive his diploma when his

Knowing Naaman as we do and from the very fact that
believe him
his opponent says that he is a worthy gentleman, werewar
ding a
Tri to be worthy of endorsement, and if you believe in been attack11
public servant who has made a record that has not
ed, then we ask you to go to the polls on August 6th and cast
your vote for
II

high plane on which
Compare the "mud slinging" tactics of the opposition to the
ons for the uplift
declarati
Judge Sampson has waged his campaign. His sincere and earnest
highways, for the indusof our public schools, for the completion and improvement of our
our farmers, for a sound and
trial and commercial development of Kentucky, for the aid to
policy of helpful, kindly
wholesome business administration of the State's affairs, for a
that the peace, prosans,
Kentucki
of
earnest co-operation with all sections and all classes
be promoted. His
may
perity, happiness and general welfare of the people of Kentucky
conduct is that of a man with
speeches have contained the utterances of a Statesman... His
that high plane in keeping with the
a big, broad mind. He has conducted his campaign on
everything within his power to
great office he is seeking, and furthermore he is doing
throughout the State. He has met
ans
bring about harmony and good will among Republic
rank and file of the Republican
mud-slinging, insinuations and falsehood with facts. The
ability and fairness.
party and plain people of Kentucky appreciate his courage,

Let the Republicans of Marshall County join with the Republicans of the other Counties of Kentuckti in giving Judge
Sampson a BIG majority.

A. Naaman Duke

pP

There has been a little booklet Circulated in Marshall county which has been mis-named "Facts" but which in truth and
reality is a vicious and malicious attack on Judge Sampson. On
July 18th the Hon. Scott Duff spoke in Judge Sampson's behalf
in Burksville, Ky. The Hon. Robert P. Green( who spoke in Benton last Monday) appeared in behalf of Mr. Lucas. In discussing this little booklet called "Facts" Mr. Green denied that the
Lucas forces were putting them out. His exact language was
that "these scurrilous attacks were not put out by the Lucas
headquarters", but the people of Marshall County are wondering how hundreds of them have been circulated through this
section. It has been shown time after time that all these attacks on Judge Sampson's character are without any founda-
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SAMPSON IS "BIG" ENOUGH TO BE PRESIDENT. LET'S
MAKE HIM OUR NOMINEE FOR GOVERNOR.
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BIG CROWD HEARS
BECKHAM SPEAK ON
CAMPAIGN ISSUES

ouri. He declared that the political road builders in Kentucky had
never studied Geography until
the present campaign when, after
he announced, they had sent a
swarm of surveyors down into
the section to create the impresReceived Greatest Call of People, sion that they are at last going
to build the roads they have so
Unsolicited, Cooper Says
long neglected.
In Introduction.
"Millions for roads in the past
few
Years." the former Governor
(dIEETED BY WARM SUPPORT
said, " and not a mile of highIN WEST KENTUCKY DRIVE way built in Marshall county and
only six miles of paved highway
in all western Kentucky." "The
(Continued from page 1)
state is literally swarming with
ed to be-the impression at Frank- surveyors
like the plague of the
fort that it was a part of Mies- seven year locusts," Mr. Beck(POLITICAL

xt Saturday, August 6th you are to select your ccmdi-

on. Flem D. Sampson, who was reared on a farm in
ern Kentucky, educated himself under adverse cirs. was elected County Judge, Circuit Judge, and is
e k‘f the Court of Appeals, is seeking the nomination
publicans of Kentucky.
opposing Judge Sampson have waged a campaign of personal abuse. He has
• years of honorable service on the bench and none of his traducers charge
er done any wrong as a public official. Being unable to find a flaw in his
they hate sought to mislead the voters by "mud slinging". He was re-elected
and Appellate Judge without opposition. Every county official of his home county), every official of his home town (Barbourville), every member of the Reittee fo his home county, more than thirty-five of the leading ministers of all
the Presidents of two fine Christian Colleges and more than three hundred
Republicans of his home county have over their signature, declared their
e Sampson as a man and as a public official, and have stated that the insinue being made gainst him are not founded upon the facts, and are being made
tion to deceive and mislead the voters of Kentucky.
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Candidate Favored Law Which Makes PariMutuel Restrictions Effective. Served as
Attorney Before Court of Appeals and
Contended that the Pari-Mutuel
Statute was Valid.
Congressman Fred M. Vinson first section thereof, the
declared recently in introducing Jcekey Club, now being Kentucky
Robert T. Crowe in Louisa that by Beckham and hie denounced
newspaper
J. C. W. Beckham was responsil
supporters, would not now be in
for the introduction of the pari- exist nee. He further
showed by
mutuel system of betting on the records of the court of appeals
race tracks of Kentucky and the that Beckhruee after he had
retired
creation of the Kentucky Jockey as chief executive of;
the state,
Club, both of which he now de- appeared in court
as attorney to
nounces.
defend the constitutionality of the
"It is true the law authorizing pari-mutuel system of 'betting.
the pari-mutuel system of betting
It was on December 10, 1917,
was enacted before Beckham be- that Beckham appeared as
attorcame governor," Mr. Vinson said, ney in the court of appeals and
"but it was not until 1906, when successfully defended the parihe was governor, that the system .nuituel law, as the appellate court
was actually instilled and placed held the law constitutional and reunder supervision of the state rac- versed the Kenton ciecuit court,
ing commission. This commission which had held the law invalid,
was created by the enactment of according to the court decision
a law advocated by Beckham and cited by Mr. Vinson. As an attorit was the first section of that law ney working for a fee, Beckham
that authorized the formation of a went into a court of lziw and decorporation to control legalized fended the very system he now
gambling on the race tracks of the says, as a candidate for governor,
state."
is indefensive in the moral and in
He charged that had it not been law, Representative Vinson defor that law. bald especially the clared.

ham said.
man, Mr. Vahlkamp and Thorn-there are no heartbreaking fare- loved
is still, a place is vacant
Promised Equalization.
ton Connell, staff correspondent wells. She was always so willing
in our home, which never can be
The people of the First District for the Louisville Courier-Journ- to help in
time of sickness, so in I filled. Peaceful be thy silent
were promised that. when he is al, who is accompanying Mr.
sympathy with all who were in ; slumber, peaceful in thy
gra've so
elected governor "you will cer- Beckham on his campaign, were trouble or sorrow, and loved
all low, you no more will join our
tainly be equalized with the other guests at the Progress Club the little children, I can just im- number, you no more
or sorrow
agine you dear Hontas in God's know. Yet again we hope to meet,
parts of the state in road build- luncheon at noon.
beautiful garden with all the lit- you when the day of life is fled,
ing."
tle
children gathered around you but in Heaven with joy to
He warned his audience that
greet
singing, Oh you are gone but you, where no farewell tears are
they may never expect to get the
Of Hontas, wife of Charlie your.memory will never fade.
road to which their large payshed.
I know thehe are no more sorThompson
, whom God called home
ments of road building taxes entitles them, "so long as you con- to life eternal, June 2nd, 1927. row, sickness, pain and storms,
tinue in office this bunch of po- Age 25 years and 4 months, be- for you are at Kest. A precious
litical highwaymen who have so sides her husband shp left a two one from us has gone, a voice we
weeks old infant, an Hefei fathlong neglected you."
Four years ago when the fight er, two brother, and three siswas being made by the Fields ad- ters to mourn hes death.
She professed faith in Christ
ministration for a $75,000,000
bond issue, $50,000,000 of which at the age of fourteen, joined the
was to pay for road purposes, M. E. Church at Bentcn.
Oh Hontas, we mourn your
the highway department was ref
ceiving funds of $9,000,000 to death but an all weis God know$10,000,000. They are now receiv- eth best, and wanted you to come
ing some $15,000,000 annually, home. Why you had to leave, just
"but with all this money they as your greatest hopes and desire
have not given you the roads you With realized, just to love a little
are entitled to," Mr. Beckham de- baby all your own. We can't unclared • and added: "You never derstand, your baby needs you.
will get them until your road de- Oh you loved the little one while
partment is honestly and intelli- your poor body suffered the most
gently administered and that will torturing pain. You %veldd softly
never be done by those political brush its little head, and we
highwaymen who are now in could see those pale sweet tips,
forming prayers for the precious
power
"If I can't do more in the way one, you realized you were going
of road building in four years to leave so soon, but God in his
than has been done by that gang infinite wisdom saw best to take
Always wait until
Avoid lengthy telethe bell stops ringin the past eight years, I will be you home all the anguish and
phone convereathma
ing
before romovIng
over a party Hue.
ashamed ever again to come down sorrow at having to give you up
the recelver.
is
lightened
and
brightene
d by
here and face an audience of you
Jackson Purchase people," Mr. the sweet. words spoken just a
short time before death, as you
To those who trv. Pv`ssc...-ibers to a party line
Beckham said.
telephone it melt cAt evident that the quality
He would do this, he asserted, smiled that precious smile and
of service they get 'a largely a matter of co—
by the application to th'e adminis- said, "I'm going home directly."
How sweet Hontas will the
operation upon the part of the users themselves.
tration of state government of
"old fashioned principle of com- meeting over there be, when we
For instance. subscribers should be considerate
mon sense and common honesty." too shall soar to that beautiful
of
the length of time they use the line so that
home,
where you with rhother and
The "Unholy Alliance"
other
parties may deni ge their share of its use.
Mr. Beckham directly charged a host of loved ones are Waiting
an "unholy alliance between the to welcome us there.
Then, too, when a party line is found to be in
What a glorious
rejoicing,
use, the receiver stry.dd be replaced on the
State Department and the Jockey
Club," which explains the fact what a shouting in glory as we
hook immediately; otherwise the conversation
will be interfered with.
that there is "not a state border- all meet again to part no more,
ing Kentucky that is not at least you hated to leave Charlie and
If the receiver on a party line telephone Is lifted
one hundred per cent ahead of us baby so often asking what will
while the bell is still ringing, it causes other
they do, but I'm willing and
in road building."
bells on the line to ring, too.
ready
if
it
were not for them.
Mr. Beckham said that if we
wanted the present gang in pow- How sweet is the thought that
The observance of the Golden Rule among
er "to build us a good road be- it's not good bye for ever, time
party line subscribers is certain to result in good
tween here and Louisville quick swiftly passes, and ere long we
service and friendlIntss.
build a race track down here." It too shall be summoned.
Let's be ready and willing to
has been his observation," he
said, "that all the race tracks in join that loved one, who has gone
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
the state are connected with good on before us, how ever effort was
exhausted
in trying to save ,the
AND TELEGPAPH COMPANY
roads."
Governor Beckham, Mr. Good- life of that precious one, but the
(incorporated)
angel of death had come, it was
time for her to a home, where
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has been a little booklet circulated in Marshall counhas been mis-named "Facts" but which in truth and
a vicious and malicious attack on Judge Sampson. On
the Hon. Scott Duff spoke in Judge Sampson's behalf
Me. Ky. The Hon. Robert P. Green( who spoke in Benonday) appeared in behalf of Mr. Lucas. In discuslittle booklet called "Facts" Mr. Green denied that the
ces were putting them out. His exact language was
e scurrilous attacks were not put out by the Lucas
ters". but the people of Marshall County are wonderundreds of them have been circulated through this
t has been shown time after time that all these atJudge Sampson's character are without any foundaever.
are the "mud slinging" tactics of the opposition to the high plane on which
n has waged his campaign. His sincere and earnest declarations for the uplift
schools, for the completion and improvement of our highways, for the indusmercial development of Kentucky, for the ,aid to our farmers, for a sound and
sines.: administration of the State's affairs, for a policy of helpful, kindly
ration with all sections and all classes of Kentuckians, that the peace, prosess and general welfare of the people of Kentucky may be promoted. His
contained the utterances of a Statesman._ His conduct is that of a man with
ind. He has conducted his campaign on that high plane in keeping eith the
e is seeking, and furthermore he is doing everything within his power to
ermony and good will among Republicans throughout the State. He has met
insinuations and falsehood with facts. The rank and file of the Republican
in people of Kentucky appreciate his courage, ability and fairness.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway
Cooperative Marketing Service

Is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AND
THE MARKETING DIVIEION OF THE TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
MALARIA.
OF THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RAILWAY
It Kills the germs.
WILL FURNISH TO PERSONS DESIRING TO PURCHASE THE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE FOLLOWING:

Disappeared

t.

the greatest things

ever made. It is cooling,

refreshing and gives a satisfaction that is
not lipproached by any other concoction.

he Republicans of Marshall County join with the Reof the other Counties of Kentuckb in giving Judge
a MG majority.
SON IS "BIG" ENOUGH TO BE PRESIDENT. LET'S
IM OUR NOMINEE FOR GOVERNOR.
This Space donated by the friends of Judge Sampson in Marshall County.
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The delightfully cool after-taste that
Goldbloom Ice Cream and
bloom Ice Cream

that

only Gold-

'"CARDiill
Helps Women
to Healtil,

fl

leave, proves its

It is well recommended by everybody.
So try

•

"My health had been poor
for ten years, before I took
Cardui,“ says Mrs. Anna
Cronin, of Rockport, Ind. "I
was lifeless and 'no account'.
I dragged around day after
day, every move an effort,
and never feeling the joy of
being well.
"At times, I had a dreadful
ache across my back, and ray
sides hurt me. I worried
along, sometimes hardly able
to leave my bed, but the demands of a growing family
had to be attended to; so I
would get up, do what was
absolutely necessary, and
then lie down again.
One day, someone suggested Cantu' tome. I took it
for several months, and all
the time I was growing
stronger, and less nervous.
My aches and pains finally
disappeared.
"That was two years ago.
My improvement has been
permanent The good health,
which followed the taking of
Cardul, is still with me, so I
do not hesitate to recommend
it to my friends."

some today and be convinced.

Renew Your Health
by Purification
Any physician will tell you that
"Perfect Purification of the System
Is Nature's Foundation of Perfect
Health." Why not rid yoursoif of
chronic ailments that are undermining your vitality? Purify your entire system by taking a thorough
course of Calotabe,—once or twice a
week for several weeks—and see how
Nature rewards you with health.
Calotabs are the greatest of all
system purifiers. Get a family package, containing full directions. °nil
35 cta- At any drug store.
adv./

Vegetable baskets and hampers; brooms; brocm corn; egg cases;
CATTLE: Jersey, Shorthorn, Charcoal; crates; shelled and ear
corn; hay; honey; Grade and Registered Percheron mares; SECOND
HAND FARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY: Corn drill;
wheat drill; cultivators; crude oil engines; Fordson tractors; gasoline engine; gin; grist mills; hay press; disc plow; saw mill and
engines; stock and wagon scales; silage cutters; beech and red and
white oak logs; molasses; mules, piling; locust posts; poultry all
breeds; saw dust; tankage; SEED: alfalfa; alsike; crimson; red
saplin and sweet clover; lespedeza ; grass; millet; rye; SHEEP:
Grade ewes; Hampshire rams; Southdown; SWINE: Berkshire; Du.
roe Jersey; Poland China; heater wood.
THE GREATEST ENEMY TO YOUNG TREES IS FIRE—PREVENT
FOREST FIRES
AGRICULTURAL LIMESTONE FOR SALE AT 50c PER TON.
Agricultural limestone, running around 90e; in lime carbonates,
may be had at Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway quarries
at Cumberland, Ala., at fifty cents (50c) per ton, f. o. b. cars. The
gross cost to the farmers for this material will thus aggregate fifty
cents per ton, plus the freight rate. In view of the small revenue
realized from this material, we request our patrons to order in not
less than 25 ton lots. A new 3-16 inch screen has been installed to
replace the 1-4 inch screen heretofore used, which admitted some
coarse material.
THE NATIONAL DAIRY EXPOSITION, A GREAT ROUNDUP OF
THE DAIRY INDUS'TRY WILL BE HELD IN MEMPHIS, OCTOBER
15TH TO 22ND, IN COMBINATION WITH THE TRI-STATE FAIR.
ALL INTERESTED IN DAIRYING ARE URGED TO ATTEND.
TO PRODUCERS WILL BE FURNISHED ON APPLICATION THE
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PERSONS BY WHOM THE FOLLOWING ARE

Holstein heifers; Jersey bulls, cows and heifers; Charcoal; SECOND
IIAND FARM IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY: feed cutter; hay
baler; ice plant; Delco light plant; silage cutter; wagon scales;
1000 White Leghorn pullets; 200 yearling Rhode Island Red hens;
Southdown and Hampshire rams; grade ewes; spotted Poland China
gilts and boars.
BREEDERS OF LIVESTOCK AND PRODUCERS OF FIELD, GARDEN' AND ORCHARD PRODUCTS FOR SALE EXCEPT SUCH AS
REACH THE MARKET THROUGH ESTABLISHED AND LOGICAL
CHANNELS, ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE TO THE UNDERSIGNED COMPLETE DESCRIPTION, QUANTITIES AND OTHER
NECESSARY INFORMATION OF SUCH COMMODITIES.
DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON ALFALFA, SILOS, PEANUT
AND SOY BEAN OIL MANUFACTURE AND LIME IN AGRICULe
TURE WILL BE MAILED TO ANY ADDRESS UPON REQUEIST.
ADDRESS:
L P. BELLAH,
GENERALAGENT

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5TH, 1927

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT,(Benton, Ky.)
Travis, of Frankfort, Ky., are in
Benton the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Kuykendall. Dr. and Mrs.
Travis formerly resided in Bentoik.
nemocrats — Vote for John A.
Goodman for Auditor. He lives at
Elkton, Ky., and is a West Kentucky man aqd is the only candidate from the 3rd Congressional
district. He will strengthen the
ticket in November. Don't fail to
vote for him.
Mrs. Lizzie Cooper, of Arkansas, is the guest. of her son, E. L.
Cooper and Mrs. Cooper.
Mrs. Joe Ely and daughter,

Don't Miss This!

Carload of
BARGAINS
Our car will be here FRIDAY with every thing in
the PURINA line at prices that make it possible for every
one to have the best feed at the lowest prices.
ALL FEED CASH

Winifred Ely. have returned froml
Little Rock, Ark., where they
have been the guest of Mr. Ely.
You will find a complete line
of metallic and cloth covered
caskets, steel vaults and burial
garments of different grades that
please the public when it comes
to price. Morgan & Heath, Funeral Directors and Embalmers.
Sam Schmidt, of Calvert City,
attended the speaking here Monday afternoon.
A "Fisk- auto tire make a
satisfied customer, sold by Morgan & Heath.

AT CAR

Purina Cow Chow, the best 24% feed
Purina Chicken Chowder, laying mash
Purina Hen Chow, scratch feed
Purina Pig Chow
Purina Checker Chops
TELEPHONE'US YOUR ORDER AND BE SURE TO
IN ON THIS CAR

$2.50
3.30
2.95
3.05
2.50
GET

FREE
FACIAL

THE HOUSE OF CHECKERBOARD FEED

If You Feed Cows, Hogs, Horses
or Poultry, now is the Time to buy your
Feed!

Paris Green
and

1

Arsenate of Lead
Get your supply now and kill off those
Pesky Tobacco Worms.
PUT

UP IN

11b

AND 41b

.st)

PACKAGES.

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.

On11111MW

Mrs. H. D. Palmer, beauty specialist
from Dallas Texas—
will be in our store all this
onstrating Dorothy Perkins
complete facial, absolutely
desiring one. Please phone

THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
LOCALS
Let us tell you how many Washngton stoves and ranges we have
sold .in the past 60 days. Morgan
and Heath.
Several Benton 'people attended
the picnic and swimming party
given at Peggy Ann swimming
pool in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
Deleware,
Green, of
Grover
Thursday. Those attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stringer
and children', Mrs. R. R. McWaters, Mrs. R. Wyatt, of Briensburg,
Wilma Wyatt, Emma Lou Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones and
children, Mrs-. Gus Ford and childr.r., and Mrs. Grover Green.
Dr. Hess stock and poultry
tonic and fly chaser will make
Your stock and chickens better
sold by Morgan & Heath.

Mrs. Chalina Etheridge was
taken to the Riverside hospital
at Paducah, Thursday evening
where she underwent an operation for appendicitis. Her condition has been critical. Mrs. Minnie Etheridge, Mrs. Elsie Haymes,
Chalma Etheridge, Charlie Thompson and Dr. L. L. Washburn accompanied her to the hospital.
Be sure to get our prices on
furniture and rugs at Morgan &
Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy 0. Chumbler
returned from Paducah, Thursday afternoon where they have
been at the bedside of Mr. Chumblees mother, who is very ill at
the hcspital. •
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Travis and
Miss Helen Travis,
children,
Harold Travis and Ruby Mae

KENTUCKY

BENTON,

ARRO•LOCK
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And you may he assured that I will be present at all
times. I have had 3 years experience in the undertaking
rk and feel much more capable of fulfilling the duties
than many undertakers with a number of years of experience.
Why not call a man that deserves the business and
one that knows how to sympathize with you in time of
trouble.
I want to thank the people for the favors they have
shown me in the past, and will appreciate any favors in the
future. I will answer all calls day or night and give you
the very hest service I know how.

Fred Filbeck
Funeral Directing and Embalming

a
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Seventeen years ago we dedicated our store to the
principles of quality, service and value, which is the foundation of our present busint,s.
Reliability has heal the pr;de and purpose of this
store for nearly a score of years. Hundreds of residents of
this section have accepted our name on value.
1
1
II

Now, we pledge anew the obligation of selling only
that which is trustworthy—so that you can accept as fullest value any merchandise which bears our name.

ii
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THIS BUSINESS RESTS ON QUALITY AND MODERATE
PRICING—UNCEASONLY AND UNFAILINGLY GIVEN
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Have Your Roof Locked--We Have The Key
More than 5,000 squares of ArroLocks applied over old wood shingles in
this county. Ask the people who have one.
There probably is one on your
neighbors house. Listen to those rather
than the man who is interested in selling
you something else.
Arro-Lock is the first shingle applied over old wood shingles and has given absolute satisfaction, from the first
roof put on over six years ago. It is not
an expxeriment but an assured success.
Let us make you an estimate on
your roof. We have the trained labor to
apply them. A good shingle and good
workmanship equal a good roof.
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DRAFFEN BROTHERS
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CALVERT CITY,
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C. B. COX
To the Democratic Voters of Marshall
and McCracken counties:This is my last opportunity for addressing you through the columns of this
paper befoife the coming primary election
in which I am asking your votes for the
Democratic Nomination for Commonwealth's Attorney,
I announced by candidacy because of
the opportunity the office affords for good
pay and honorable service. '
If elected it shall be my constant purpose that whatever pay comes to me
through the office shall be founded upon
honest and efficient service.
In conducting my campaign I have at
all times been mindful that the gentlemen
who are candidates against me have, with
me, an equal right and privilege to ask
for your votes.
I have, therefore, endeavored to maintain the campaign upon the same high
plane upon which I have pitched it, refraining from all things personal and
asking your votes solely upon your judgment of my integrity and qualifications.
I would respectfully call your attention to the fact that of the five candidates
in this race I am the only one who has had
an actual official experience as a prosecutor.
I am profoundly grateful for the
loyal and steadfast support of those who
solicited me to make this race. Equally
do I appreciate the many warm assuranances of suppert since received from old
friends and new ones.
For those who may choose to vote against me there shall be no word of criticism.nor any lurking good will.
If defeated I shall continue in my effort to be at all times a gentleman and a
loyal citizen.
If elected I shall dedicate my entire
being to a faithful enforcement of law,
without fear or favor, and with no motive
controlling me except to follow the conscientious dicates of duty.
My friends claim and I verily believe
that I am going to win.
My opponents in the race concede my
strength and admit that I am the candidate to beat if any of them win.
I appeal to my friends to stand firm.
Beware of all eleventh hour reports and
all last minute appeals of desperation.
Gratefully and Respectfully

NOW AS WE ARE ALL USING OUT OF THE COUNTY
EMBALMERS, WHY NOT CALL A MAN THAT NEVER

Mg

ADVERTISING)

"The Store of Personal Service"

Mr. Henning will continue with this
firm and has had 20 years experience.

Honest Merchandise
at Honest Prices

(POLITICAL

Strow Drug Co.
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ADVERTISING)

CANDIDATE FOR COMMONWEALTH'S
ATTORNEY!

ito
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C. A. Henning, Embalmer

week (August 1st to 7th)' demToilet Goods. She will give a
free of charge to everybody
for an appointment.

(POLITICAL

Treas Lumber Co.
OWNERS OF

Arro-Lock Roofing Co.
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,

C. B. COX
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